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Comments: The Heber Wild Horses bring visitors,photogaphers, and wild horse lovers from all over the US.

These Wild horses have lived in this area for many years.I have photographed them for the last 5 years now.

They are very healthy looking in every photo I've taken. They do not need to rounded up, especially since the last

several years their has been mass shootings of them and over 20 horses lost their lives.. The Wild horses are not

overpopulated and there is plenty of Land for them to graze. The real problem is the livestock should not be

allowed in our public forest. It is the livestock (cows) mostly that is permanently destroying the forest land and

water holes in the forest Most of the people want the wild horses to stay. I want them to stay and continue to be

wild and Free. Stop the Round ups and Protect the Heber Wild horses now and for the future. They bring lots of

revenue to the small businesses in the area. I want my children and grandchildren to be able to go see these

beautiful, majestic wild horses in Heber. These wild horses are part of our American Heritage and they deserve

to stay wild and Free like they have been long before the cattle came. Please preserve our American Heritage

and let these iconic wild horses remain wild and free in the forest for all to enjoy for many generations to come.

Save them from this disaterous round up that will split up bands and bonds that they have with each other. The

Round ups are cruel and inhumane and should not even be an option for managing America's Wild Horses and

Heber Wild Horses.. Stop, Stop, Stop these Brutal and Horrific Round ups.. Leave them be Wild and Free

forever.. They have the right to remain wild and free just like all the other wildlife that live in the forest in perfect

harmony. I disagree with any Plans that include Round ups of the Heber Wild Horses.. Sincerely,Tammy Isaac.


